SECURITY MEASURES CONNECTED WITH GONCHAROV.

Item 1
From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No.: 1372

27 September 1944

To SEHEN.

On the 21st of September motor-launch number 231 of the second CFR'Od, while in TIME[TIR][i],
[60 groups unrecoverable]
surveillance of GONCHAROV while the vessels are en route,
[13 groups unrecoverable]
competitors[iv], commit a number of anti-
[10 groups unrecovered]
. Details [1 word unrecovered][v].

No. 777
27th September

[Continued overleaf]

Distribution

[Continued overleaf]

[2 Pages]
T.N.: [a] "probably either "later" or "by the first post".
Comments: [i] TIR: NEW YORK.

[ii] MM3 agent terminology for members of a non-Soviet intelligence organisation.

[iii] MWW: Pavel Ivanovich FEDOSIMOV.